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Introduction

Abstract
This paper deals with the backscattering and
the transmission of electrons with energy < 3 keV
through thin se lf supporting films, or on bulk metals.
We present the main theoretical models used
in suc h problems, and we analyse mainly the models
based on the Boltzmann transport equation, simi lar
to those developed in our laboratory.
For any model shown here, we try to give the
precise domain in which they give reliable results
as well as the limitations connected to the simplifying assumptions.
In the case of the most sophisticated model,
we give original results for copper. The models
are presented in a comparat ive form, and when it
is possible we compare our results with the experimental ones. The theoretical models were applied
to Al and Cu. We give, for bulk metals, the values
of the backscattering yield, and the energy distributions of backscattered electrons.
In the case of thin self supporting films, we
studied mainly the backscattering and transmission
coefficients, as well as the energy distributions
of transmitted and backscattered electrons.

Interaction of electrons with energies of
some hun dreds of electron volt s, up to some tens
of kel/, with matter , is mainly constituted by
el as tic scattering by ion s, individu al or collective inelastic interactions with val ence electrons, and excitation or ionizatio n of inne r
shells, followed by an electronic rearrangement.
This interaction gives ri se to a number of
phenomena such as emission of secondary and backscattered electrons, X-ray emission and Auger
effect ; Auger and X-ray emi ss ion are competing
and are a result of reorgani sa tion of the ionized
atom. These phenomena are the start ing points of
many methods of analysis based on the electron
bombardment of a target, which have been extens ively developed during the last few years. Among
the methods of analysis, one can mention transmission electron microscopy, scanning microscopy,
microdosimetry, Auger spectroscopy, etc .
Thus, one can explain the interest in the
knowledge of angular and energy distributions of
electrons scattered in a material, as well as in
the me chanism s of energy losses. This allows the
complete characterization of the materials and the
determination of yields in induced phen omena (99).
For example, in electron microscopy, the knowledge
of the angular distribution of electrons is necessary to estimate the image contrast. Similarly,
the distribution with depth of the X-ray emission
is necessary to correlate the measurements of
emerging X-rays intensity to the intensity of Xrays emitted directly, the latter being itself
connected to the chemical constitution of the sample (34,42,6 3 ,77) . In Auger spectroscopy, the ionization of atoms by backscattered electrons gives
a supplementary Auger yield, and leads to the introduction of a backscattering factor in the expression of the total Auger yield. The theoretical
determination of this factor necessitates the
knowledge of the angular and energy distributions
of backscattered electrons in the vicinity of the
surface (47,48,55,69). After a presentation of the
main ~odels for electron scattering in mate rials,
we analyse those founded on the Boltzmann transport equation, focusing our interest, mainly on
backscattering of low energy electrons (<3 keV).
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The interest in such an analysis lies in the
fact that for low energy electrons, the theoretica l values of energy losse s and mean free paths,
are not easily obtained, while in the energy range over 10 keV, the theoretical computation of
energy loss per unit path length founded on the
Bethe-Bloch theory are in good agreement with experiment. Furthermore, as mentioned by Pouchou
et al. (77) and Fitting and Reinhardt (33) low
energy electrons are widely used in microanalysis, since their sma ll depth of penetration allows the study of regions in the neighbourhood of
the target surface. In the energy range 1-100 keV
Neidrig (71) has analysed electron backscattering
and its application to electron microscopy.

The multiple scatter ing theories give correct results for energy distributions, only if
the energy lost by the electron during a given
path length is weak compared to its initial energy as shown by Terrissol and Patau (96). Another
model, called "conventional" by Shimizu and
Murata (86) i s frequently used in the case of
bulk sam ples and energies of some tens of keV.
It is based on the "continuou s slowing down" approximation, and uses a Bethe energy loss law, or
an equivalent law (27,52,53,63). The electron
trajectory is always s imulated as a set of
straight line segments, the residual kinetic
energy at the end of an elementary path, is deduced from the energy loss law. The direction of
the electron is modified according to the angular
diffusion law adopted, such as Rutherford's .
However, in such models, the assumption of continuous energy lo ss induces a fundamental defect in
the energy distribution of electrons transmitted
through thin films : all the electrons lose a minimum amount of energy, in contradiction with the
random character of inelastic scattering. Simplified models al lowing one to take into account
these effects were carried out, for instance by
Liljequist (60,61). The most sa tisfactory method
for the description of electron transmission
through thin self-support ing metal films, and
more generally the transport of electrons with
energ ie s of about 1 keV, is the "direct simulation" method proposed among others, by Cailler
and Ganachaud (18), Dejardin et al. (22), Shim i zu
et al. (88,89), Green and Leckey (38), Ichimura
et al. (44,45), Adesida et al. (1), Akkerman and
Chernov (2), Fitting and Reinhardt (33), De Sa lvo
et al. (23,24). This model all ows one to consider
individually, all the scattering processes :
elastic scattering, individual and co llective
interactions, inner-shell ionization. With this
model it is sufficient to know the differential
and total cross sections of the elementary processes. Clearly this model leads to more realistic electronic paths, at the expense of computing
time, so, the use of this model for high energy
electrons incident on bulk target is not easy.
Models based on transport equation
In this section, we group all the models
founded on Boltzmann equation which was formulated initially by Bethe et al. (7) for the treatment of small angle electron scattering and neglecting the energy loss. However, in further developments (49,50) obtaining analytical so lutions
requires simplifying assumptions, which limit
considerab l y the domain of validity. Numerical
treatment of this equation was carried out by
Brown et al. (14,15) to ana lyse the production
of X-rays and by Bennett and Roth (6), for studies concerning secondary electron emission. The
numerical methods for solving integro-differential equations avoid the use of approximations
generally found in other formulations as shown
by Fathers and Rez (30), Rostaing et al. (83),
Lanteri et al. (56).

Theoret ical models
According to the objective and to the energy
range considered, several theoretical models of
electron scattering in material s were proposed.
They allow us to describe separately either the
backscattering or the transmission of electrons
through thin films, or both phenomena, s imultaneous ly. These models cou ld be classified according
to different cr iteria : either according to the
computat ionnal method, or to the choice of a particular parameter, such as the stopping power
(energy loss by unit path length of electron), or
also to the nature of the data attainable by the
models. According to Adesida et al. (1) and
Fathers and Rez (30), one can consider three main
classes of models.
Simple models
The first concerns the models, initially developed by Everhart (29) and Archard (3). The se
allow us to obtain uniquely the backscattering
yield as a function of the atomic numbe r oi the
target. Everhart ma de the hypothesis that the
ba ckscattering phenomena is due t o a s ing l e,
l arge angle scattering ev ent, whi l e Archard as s~mes t hat electrons suffer a great number of small
ang le diffusions. Developments of the Everhart's
model including energy distributions of backscattered electrons were proposed by Mc Afee (64),
Iafrate et al. (43) and Soga rd (93). A more sophisticated model was given by Kanaya and Ono (51).
Monte Carlo models
Such models are founded on the simulation of
electronic trajectories and actually they are the
most widely used ones. When an electron interacts
with a material, its direction and its energy are
modified. To simulate the electron trajectory, it
i s necessa ry to determine the trajectory length
between two successive scattering events, the
energy and direction of the electron after each
event. These data are obtained by sampling the
corresponding distributions. According to the
energy of the incident electrons, and the thickness of the target, several approaches were proposed. For electrons with energies greater than
some tens of keV, the multiple scattering theories are used. These allow us to determine the
general result of a set of successive interactions after any step of the electron trajectory ; this method is used among others, by Patau
et al. (72), Vicario and Escudie (103), and Gaber
and Fitting (34).
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Transport models for backscattering
Theoretical models of backscattering and electron
transmission based on transport equation

1 = TT . n r TT o (0 ,s). (1-cos 0) sin0 d0 (5)
-;;,;;,
" l"J
c; 0 e

The models developed here are in their general behaviour similar to Monte Carlo calculations.
Cont inuou s slowing -down model - Model I
Among the models ba sed on the Boltzmann _
transport equation, it is the first and the s!mplest in its formulation (57,95,106). The basic
assumptions are the following
- At any time interval dt, we assoc iate a variation ds of the electron path, ds = lvl dt, where V
i s the electron velocity.
- A range-energy law gives for each elementary
path ds, an energy loss dE. So, the inelastic
processes are taken into account in the same way
for all the electrons. Only, the energy loss effects are considered, the angular scattering being
neglected.
- The elastic scatter ing is the only process contributing to angular deflection, leading to trajectories of various lengths, and then to an energy distribution of the electrons.
So, the transport equation is written
1

!vi

af

af

af
f(s,u,x)
as= - u
ax

+

K(
)
e s,u,x

This equation has been applied by Brown and
Ogilvie (14), Bennett and Roth (6) and Lanteri et
al. (56,57) to backscattering analysis, and by
Rostaing et al. (82) to the transmission of electrons through thin films.
In the continuous slowing down models, whatever the choice of the cross section and of the
energy-loss law, all the electrons transmitted
through thin films lose a minimal amount of energy corresponding to straight line trajectory,
i.e., to a path length equal to the target thickness. This anomaly prohibits the application of
such models in the analysis of the transmission
problems. To overcome this shortcoming we developed a model allowing one to take into account,
the energetic effects in the inelastic scattering
and to introduce the angular effect in such processes in a more convenient way.
Model I I
This model developed by Lanteri et al. (58)
takes into account the energy dispersion due to
inelastic processes (straggling). The basic concept was presented in a simplified way by Birkhoff
(11) and applied by Cowan and Holzl (20) among
others. In the steady state the transport equation
i s written

(1)

where f(s,u, x) is the density of➔elect'.on s after a
path length s having a velocity v, a direction 8
with respect to the inward normal such that
u = cos 8, and located at a distance x from the
surface ; Ke(s,u,x) relates all the elasti~ processes which induce variations of the particle
den sity per unit path length.
If we ca ll oe( 0 ,s) the differential cross
section for elastic scattering under an angle 0
(0<0<TT )'and oeT(s), the total cross section, the
equation (1) may be written :
af(s, u, x)
af _ f(s,u,x)
as
- u ax"
;\ (s)
(2)

mJ

➔

O= -

e

➔ ➔

➔ ➔

f(s,u',x).Fel(u,u') du'

-1

n oe( 0 , s)
with F 1 (u,u') = 2
a::-:;:m
Jo eT
e

. d¢

( ➔ ➔)

f(r,p) + Ke(r,p) + Kin r,p

(6)

where f(r,p) ➔ is the parti cle density, m th~ ~article mass,
p the momentum, and r the position
coordinates.
➔ ➔
The terms Ke(r,p)
and K;n ( ➔r,p➔ ) _a re re~ated respectively, to the ela stic and inelastic processes
inducing, per unit time, a variation of the density of particles.
With fig. 1, we can write in the case of azimuthal symmetry :

1

+

p
m
Vr

(3)

diffusion function for elastic scattering
1 ) is the elastic mean free path
A (s) =
e
nc oeT( s
(m . f.p.) and nc i s the number of scattering centers per unit
volume.
u' = cos 8' is the electron direction before scattering, and¢ the azimuthal angle. _
_
A simplified formulation of this equation,
related to the case where the small angle scattering is dominant has been widely used (7,92,94),
and can be written :
af(s,u,x)
af(s,u,x)
as
- u
ax
1
a [ (1-u 2 ) af(s,
( 4)
+
au
auu,x) )

y

mr .

Figure 1. Geometry of our system.

where J\(s) is the "transport m.f.p." defined by
Bethe et al. (7)
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Model III allows us to check the validity of the
cross sections of the physical scattering processes. In the case of noble metals, the interactions with the jellium will be considered as a
whole, but they are always distinct from i nner
she ll effects. In the particular case of copper
the use of an experimental dielectric lo ss function is only a way to overcome the lack of theoretical information. In the transport equation
the elastic scattering leads to a term in t he
form previously shown in Models I and II, but the
cross sections will be computed by the "pa rt ial
wave" method which gives more reliable values for
m.f.p. 's, mainly for noble metals. The transport
equation is now written in the case of N inelastic processes (83) :

where Eis the particle energy and v,u, x as defined in "Model I " .
If the full ter~s for Ke and Kin are inserted in
eq. (7), one can write :
0 = _ u af(E,u,x) _ f(E,u,x)
ax
" ( EJ
1
e
+

+

~
>._e 1E1

fn f EEo

f

-1

(8 )

f(E u' x) F (u u') du' - f(E,u, x)
' '
el '
>- ,nT
- (EJ

I~ I ,_ _1(E) f(E',u',x)
IvI

F(E,E', o. ) dE'drl

rnT

with

_ f211 ae(E, )
Fel (u,u') - o aeT(E)
d¢

and

a . ( E' ,a )
2
F(E,E' ,a ) = a ~\(E') 6(E-E' cos a )

1/; (E,u,x) = - AT(E) u al./;~;•u,x)
+1 AT( E)

+

(9)

,n
+

a= inelastic scattering angle
E = energy of the incident electrons
a 0in(E' ,a ) = inelastic differential cross section
ainT(E') = inelastic total cross section
" jnT(E)
= total inelastic m.f.p.
E' = electron energy before interaction
E
electron energy after interaction
Introducing ,1,(E u x) = v f(E,u,x)
(10)
4'

and

'

1

'

'

"

1

x_;:-m = x;m

T

" inT(E)

L

f fE ~
A (EI )
1/; ( [ ',
O

i=1 n E " i 1 L

f

E

+

A (E I)

F. ( [, [ ', U , U ' ) d[' drl'
i

U ', X)

I

where EF is the Fermi energy and if we den ote

(11)

F =

the equation (8) can be written
1/; (E,u,x) = - A (E)u a1j; (E,u,x)
T
ax
+1 AT(E)
+
x::T[) 1/; ( E, u ' , x) Fe ( u, u' ) du'
1
-1 e

(13)

The knowledge of the diffusion functi ons Fi
of any inelastic process, leads, for the mean
energy lo ss during an inelastic collision, to the
expression :
( 14)

(E)

1
+

N

f_1 XJt} 1/;(E, u', x) Fel (u,u') du'

N A- T
E ~F .

Ai

1

( 15)

i

N
E

"· T
( 16)
~
A. t- -i
i=1
i
where t,E. i s the mean energy loss for an irelastic inte~action of type i. The total energ} loss
per unit path length is thus given by :

t, E

we can write

( 12)

Jo/ (E') 1/; (E',u',x) F(E,E',u,u')dE drl
Jn E rnT
r

=

N tiE.

S

(17)
Ai
In this formulation, the energy and angular distribution of all the inelastic processes are
t~ken into account. The application to the analys is of the transport processes for a given netal
depends only on the knowledge of the diffe re ntial
cross sections of the elementary processes. This
model is therefore similar to the "direct f'/o nte
Carlo simulation".
=

E

_i

i =1

Thi s equation appears in the literature only in
two simplified forms, each one showing only one
a~pect of the problem, either the elastic aspect
with the corresponding equation named "Transfer
equation", or "Fokker-Planck (49,50) equation"
when small angle scattering is prominent, or the
inelastic aspect which leads to the "energy distribution equation", and to the "straggling" phenomena (3,29,107).
Model I I I
Th is model carried out by Rostaing et al. (84)
is very close in its form, to the previous one
but it allows us to make a better and much mor;
detailed analysis of the inelastic processes, and
to point out the existence of a fine structure in
the electron energy spectra. Thus, in this model,
the interactions with jellium and the ionisation
of the inner shells are treated separately. For
metals such as aluminium, the interactions with
the jellium separate into individual and collective processes. So, if the errors in the numerical
treatment are minimized by a convenient choice of
the discretisation steps, the purely theoretical

Scattering cross sections
Elastic scattering - Interactions with ions
Two cross sec tions were cons ide red, a
Rutherford cross section with a screening p3ra meter and a more realistic cross section conputed
by the "partial wave method".
Rutherford cross section : This cross section
used by many authors can be written
z2e4
ae(E, 0) = --::-:z-E (
4
1 - cos0

1930

+

2EJ

(18)

Transport models for backscattering
where I; is a screening parameter which allows us
to avoid the divergence for zero diffusion angles
and maintains the strongly forward prominent character of the diffusion.
The total cross section is :

Inelastic scattering
Model I - In this model, we use either the
theoretical energy-range relation given by Bethe
et al. (7), or experimental laws related to maximal ranges or to practical ranges. The experimental laws are generally written in the form

2 4

oeT(E) =

2
7.
4 E

~(1+1;)

s

(19)

(24)

and the elastic m.f.p.

where E(s) is the incident electron energy after
a path lengths, A a constant depending on the
material, and 1.3. < 1 < 1.6.
Model II - In this model the whole inelastic
phenomena are taken into account by means of a
Rutherford cross section :
n 4
e
cos a
(25)
a. T ( E,a ) = ----:::z
in
E
sina
Zeller and Ruste (107), Oashen (21) and Lanteri
et al. (58) introduced a minimum scattering angle
"am" given, in non relativistic kinematics and
under the assumption of the target electron at
rest, by :

2

Ae(E)

4AE2 4 1;( 1+1;)
rr NA pZ e

(20)

Thus, the knowledge of m.f.p. values found in literature allows us to calculate values of l;( E)
used in our computat ions.
The diffusion function can be written
F (
,) =
21; ( 1+I;) ( 1+21; - LIU ' )
(21)
e 1 u ,u
/
2
2
((u-u') +41; (1-uu') +41; )
This expression written by Strickland and
Bernstein (95) was generalised by Lanteri et al.
(57) and used in backscattering computations (56).
However, as pointed out by Krefting and Reimer
(54), this cross sect ion is only a very rough approximation, and therefore, not suitable in the
case of heavy metals (44).
Cross sections given by the partial wave method
Th e previous cross section i s mainly used in the
energy range over 1 keV, but fails in the low
energy range. In the partial wave method, the
crysta lline potential i s a "muffin tin" potential,
that i s with a sp herical symmetry inside the Augmented Plane Waves (APW) sp here s, and a constant
value outside the spheres. These computations were
carried out by Ganachaud (35) and Mignot (68) ;
the differential cross section can be written :
2
oe( E, 0) =+I ; (2£+ 1) ei 0 i s in e£ P£(cos0) \
k
£= 0
(22)
where Eis the electron energy, 0 the elastic
scattering angle, k the wave vector of the incident electron, 6£ is the phase shift between
the i th partial
wave and the free spher ical
wave, and the Pi are the Legendre polynomials.
The total cross section is given by :
2
o T(E) = ~ ;
(2£+1) sin o£
(23)
e
k £=0
A comparison between these two cross sectio ns was
carried out for several metais, by Ichimura et al.
(44) and by Valkealahti and Nieminen (102). The
cross section given by means of partial waves expression method of Mott was largely used, namely
by Kotera et al. (53) with various crystalline potentials. The values thus obtained are very close
for all the potential chosen by these authors.
For energies of about 1 keV, such cross sections
are quite different of Rutherford screened cross
section particularly for small deviations where
they are higher. This result is analogous to that
observed with our computations by partial waves
method. Thus, the Mott cross section could also
be used in our computations and will allow us to
take into account in a realistic way the small
angles scattering effects.

am = arc sin

(25bis)

where 6E i s the energy loss, and E, the electron
energy. Thi s will avoid divergences for zero scattering angle and leads to a minimum energy loss
in an inela stic scattering event :
6E = E s in 2 am
the inelastic m.f.p. is then given by
AE 2
2
(26)
AinT(E)
4 tg a m
NA pZrre
and the mean energy loss by unit pa t h 1engt h
wi 11 be :
4
2NApZrre Log sina m
(27)
6E = A.E
Thus, the parameter "a " cou 1d be computed
either according to
m the va 1ues of the
m.f.p. found in the literature, or, accordi ng
to experimental or theoretical values of the
energy loss per unit path length.
Then, the diffusion function for inel astic scattering can be written :
tg2 a
F(E,E' ,a ) = ~ cost o(E-E' cos 2 a ) (28)
sin a
Taking into account the angular relation :
E 1/2 [
2
E 11 / 2
u' =u (E7)
- (1-u )(1-E')
cos ¢
(29)
where¢ is the azimuthal angle, t e transport
equation is :
a ljJ( ax
E,u,x) - ,,,'I' (E , u ,x )
0 = - u AT(E)
+

1 AT(E)

f-1 x-::-ITT.
e

Fe 1 (u,u') ljJ( E,u,x) du'

1 J EO ITT AT(E')
2
E'
+n
A. ( E, ) . tg am.
2 . dE' . d¢
Em o inT
(E'-E)
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Interaction with Jellium
The dielectric theory for an infinite electron gas leads to the differential cross section
for an electron of energy E, yielding an energy
~w. with a scattering angle a (10) :
112
(E-~
1 I m [- ➔-1 ) ( 36 )
--- - 2 m
2 2
-E- )
·-z·
d(~w)d!it n rr ~ a
q
E(q,w)

with Em = E/cos 2a m.
Therefore, the use of this model needs only a
knowledge of elastic m.f.p. together with either
the inelastic m.f.p. or the energy losses per unit
pa th length.
Model III - In this model, the inelasti c processes are analysed in a more detailed way. In the
case of aluminium, we will consider interactions
with inner shell electrons, individual interactions with conduction electrons, and collective
interactions with the electron gas which leads to
bulk plasmon creat ion (B7). In the case of copper,
the latter two processes will be considered as a
whole.
Interactions with inner shell electrons
Such interactions are the main mechanism responsible for the energy losses of charged particles. In spite of their low occurrence probability
these interactions are the most important in the
slowing down of the primary beam. Among the numerous analysis of the corresponding cross sections
(16,28,35,65,66,90,104) we will retain those of
Gryzinski (39,40,41) who uses the Coulomb collision model for two moving particles, which applies
in an extended energy range, to a wide variety of
materials, and to all the inner shells. In such a
formulation, the differential cross section for an
energy transfer 6E from an electron with an energy
E to an inner shell electron is given by :
o(6E,E,Ui)

=

~
g
(6E)

0

[i-, iE)

ia _

0

where n is the electron number per unit volume,
m the electron mass, a , the Bohr radius, q the
momentum transfer, and 0 E(q, w) the longitudinal
dielectric function.
Thus, after integration on the azimuth of the
scattering angle, we obtain an expression for the
m. f. p.
A-j1(E)

rr~ a 0

·

(31)

with o = 6,56 (eV) 2 (nm) 2 , energies being expressed in°ev, Ui identified with the binding energy
of an "i" shell electron.
Setting : X = 1- and Y - 6E
can be written :
Ui
- Ll; ' go
g

a

1

3/?

X

1

4
[
1/2) /
y 1/( 1+Y)
(32)
+ 1 Log 2.718+(X-Y)
) (1 - y)

1/2 1

E

7

1
) sina da d~w
dq,w,Tl

(37)

This general formulation is convenient both for
individual and collective excitations, according
to the inte~ration ranges. The dielectric loss
function ImL-1 /E(q ,w)) will be a theoretical or
an experimental one, depending on the target material. So, in the case of aluminium, we know a
theoretical lo ss function, and we will consider
separately individual and collective interactions,
while in the case of copper, we know only an experimental dielectric loss function, and we will
not be able to do this separation.
Case of aluminium - The Mermin (67) dielectric function takes into account a finite lifetime of elementary excitations and can be expressed by :

1

+ -----------

(38) ·

TW EL ( q ,O) - 1
where EL is the Lindhard's (62) dielectric function
modified by introducing the complex
frequency (w+ ..i) and T, the finite lifetime of
the elementaryT excitation. T is correlated
with the damping factor y , by the relation :
6
y = - - = lim E1/ 2 (q)
(39)
TWpl
q-+o ~wpl(q)

U.L
l

3 2

=

~w a

1 +-

The total cross section is obtained by integration
over all the energy losses ; however Gryzinski
gives a simple expression of the total cross section :
00
o.( E) =--,,-. Q(X)
(33)

Q(X)

Im [ -

E( q,w,T)

(X,Y) = - (--.--:v) )Y(1- -)
X I +X /.
X

l

=~I I [~)

1 X-1 / .1 + 2 (1-2X).
1
y(y:;i-)
Log [2.718+ (X-1/3 I 2)
3

(34)
To take into account the angular dispersion
of the incident electrons, we assume the target
electron at rest. This leads to :
6E = E sin 2 am O <a< rr/2
(35)
where 6E is the energy loss, E, the incident
electron energy, and a, the scattering angle.

wpl is the plasmon frequency, and 6E
is the
112
full width at half maximum
(f.w.h.m.) of the plasmon peak.
The factory allows us to take into account in an
approximate way the dissipative processes, such
as phonon losses or interactions with defects or
impurities existing in a real material.
We maintain for Mermin's dielectric function the
separation into two domains as is usually done
with Lindhard's dielectric function. In such a way
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the two interaction proces ses, individual and collective will be separated, even if this separation
is not entirely justified with Mermin's dielectric
function. For collective interaction, taking the
value 15. 8 eV for the energy loss by plasmon excitation in Al, and considering the dispersion of
lo sses, we restricted the integration range to
energy losses between 8 and 36 eV. The scattering
angle a varies from Oto ac, the cut-off value
which depends on the energy loss.
We have : E
1/ 2
[- - 4y - 1 + ( 1+4y)
) EF
EF
(40)
E
E( 1-4y __£_) 1/ 2

1

Im(- -1 - )
£(9,w)

Energy transfer (eV)

E

40

20

where y ~w and Eis the incident electron
energy.
~
The el ectron - electron scattering m.f.~. is
computed by integration of relation (36) in the
range O < E < E - EF and ac < a ,< ;max with
[_I_ - 4y - 1 - ( 1+4y) I ] EF
EF
(41)
cos a
max
112
E(1-4y ~)

60

80

Figure 2. Dielectric loss function for copner.
Full curve after Wehenkel (105), Dashed curve
after Feldkamp et al. (31).
Using this relation, in the expression of A-1
integration over the solid ang l e can be done
ana l ytically, and the inverse m.f.p. is expressed
by :

E

Case of copper - For the noble metal s, the
"d" electrons can participate in conduction phenomena. The jellium must be redefined (17) and the
dielectric theory cannot be applied here. A complete theoretical calculation of the dielectric
function does not exist, therefore, we used an experimental function deduced from transmission
energy lo ss measurements carried out alon~ the
axis normal to the surface (105). Corrections must
be made to eliminate the effects of multiple losses and of surface interactions (31,78,105). The
val~es of £(0 ,w) are thus obtained. Following the
conclusions of Nagel and Witten (70), and bearing
on the weak q dependence of the lo ss function,
Ganachaud (35) proposed a separab le form for

( E-E I)

If-If'

+

t ffm (E-E')

d(~w)

(44)

Conc2 rning the angular aspect of such interactions
the incoming electro n suffers , generally, only
small deviations . The diff erential cross sect ion
(26) s trongly favours the sma ll an gl e scatter ing.
Probab ility for an angle greater than 2° i s 1 %
of that without deviation (Fig. 3) . Thu s, generall y we neglect the angular deviations for such
i nteracti ans.
Results for alumin ium

dq,w) :

£(q,w) = (1 + aq) £(0,w)
(42)
where a is a constant parameter, £(q,w) is the
mean value of £(q,w) around the q direction.
In the limiting case, when q ~ 0, both longitudinal and transverse dielectric constants can be
considered to have the same value. This justifies
the use of the experimentally obtained optical
constant, for the dielectric constant (5,76).
We can see on figure 2, that the Wehenkel's (105)
loss function is very cl ose to that of Feldkamp
et al. (31) determined in the same experimental
way. The most pronounced peak corresponding to a
20 eV energy loss, can be assigned to collective
excitations. The fair agreement between these authors all ows us to use such experimental dielectric loss function to overcome the lack of purely
theoretical results. However, collective excitations do not appear clearly in the £1 and £2 curves ca l culated from the loss functions. Under the
assumption proposed by Ganachaud (35), the lo ss
function can be written :

Scattering parameters - We mention in table 1
the values of the inelastic m.f.p. used in the
diff erent models. In model II, the values are
obtained from Penn (73) and Ashley (4). For model
III, we give our theoretica l values computed with
a value y = 0.1 for the damping factor. The values
of the total inelastic m.f.p. are to be compared
with those previ ously mentioned, and with those
recen tly given by Penn (74). One can see that our
values are close to the more recent ones. In table
2, we give the theoretical values of the energy
los ses per uni t path length, obtained from our
computat ions. These values, close to those of
Ashley (4), are to be compared with the experimental values of Rosta ing et al. (83), Lanteri
et al. (58) and Fitting (32) shown in table 3.
One ca n see, that the theoretical values are well
in the range of the experimental ones, and more
precisely between the values deduced from maximal
range, and maximal practical range (nT < 1 %). _
Thus, we use the value y = 0.1 in our computat10ns.
The elastic m.f . p. values are mentioned in tab l e 4,
they are computed bu the "partial wave" method
from data given by Ganachaud (35), and are compared with values deduced from the results of

(43)
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Results - Very few experimental and theoretical
results in the energy range considered here
(E 0 < 3 keV), are available. The values of the
backscattering factor nRo for bulk metal, are given in table 5, as a function of the energy of
the incident electrons. They are in good agreement
with the experimental results of Roptin (79),
Bronshtein and Fraiman (12), Thomas and Pattinson

Shimizu et al. (88). In model III, these values
are used directly, while in models I and II, we used
Rutherford's cross sections with a screening parameter ~ adjusted to retrieve values of the m.f.p.
given in table 4. Thus, the angular dispersion is
different in models I and II, from that in model
III, as shown in figure 4.

lo (_crJ(""))'
9 \o:(o)

0

( 9 8 ) - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - ,

-1

2

-2

1.5

-3

Ep , 1 Kev

-4

Ep=2Kev

0.5

-6

---------------

Figure 4. Ratio of the differential cross section
given by the "partial wave" method, o0 , to the
Rutherford's differential cross section as functi on of the scattering angles for Ep = 1 keV,
2 keV and 3 keV in aluminium (from (10)).

0
30
10
Figure 3. Angular dependence of the differential
cross section for interaction s with the jellium
in copper.
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E(keV)

3

2.5

2

1. 5

1

0.5

>. inT Model I I

4.7

4.12

3.5

2.8

2.07

1. 22

>. e - 'pl

8.16

7.04

5.9

4.7

3.44

2.08

16.9

12.4

8.3

4.2

>. e - 'e \1
\23

24.7
215
41

20.6
187

159

35.5

130

29.5

23.7

103
17.8

83

Ref.
( 4)

(73)

our results

12.2

>. inT Model I I I

5.38

4.46

3.7

2.91

2. 1

1. 23

\nT

5.2

-

3. 72

2.94

2. 14

1. 27

(74)

Table 1. Inelastic scattering mean free paths in Al (nm). Computations of >. -,
and>.-, - were carried
out with y = 0.1 (>. inT is the total inelastic m.f.p.).
e P1
e e
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0.5

Ref.

5.9

10.2

our

3.6

4.9

8.2

results

1. 71

1. 97

2.27

2.35

5.4

6.25

7.43

9. 16

11.4

10.61

12. 09

14.21

17.3

22.23

32. 15

11

12.7

15

18

23.4

33

E(keV)

3

2.5

2

1.5

1

e - ,e -

2.4

2.8

3.4

4.3

e - ,pl

2.05

2.38

2.85

L1

1. 36

1. 51

L23

4.8

Total
Total

(82)

(4)

Table 2. Theoretical energy losses per unit path length in Al. Computations fore-, e and e , pl scattering were carried out with y = 0.1 (eV/nm).
E(keV)

3

2.5

2

1. 5

1

0.5

(a)

11

12

13. 5

15. 7

19. 5

28.1

our results

(b)

14

15.3

17.2

20

24.5

34.9

( 56)

(c)

13.8

14.6

15.6

17

19 .2

23.6

(32)

Tabl e 3. Exper imental energy lo sses in Al, eV/nm.
tical range values ; c) from results of Fitting.

,\

,\

Ref.

a) from maximal range values

b) from maximal prac-

E(keV)

3

2.5

2

1. 5

1

0.5

Ref.

(nm)

3

2.8

2.4

1. 95

1. 4

0.9

(88)

(nm)

2 .65

2.45

2. 17

1.85

1.4

0.92

( 35)

Ref.

e
e

Table 4. El ast i c scatteri ng mean free paths in Al (nm).
E(keV)

3

2

1. 5

1

0.5

(a)
Model I
( b)

-

0.16

0. 17

0. 17

0. 17

0. 13

0.14

0.14

0. 14

0. 12

our results

Model I I

0.21

-

0.18

0. 155

0.09

(56)

Model I I I

-

-

0. 17

-

Extreme exp. values
quoted by Kotera et al.
After Roptin

0.18-0.24 0.2 - 0.28

-

-

-

0.22 - 0.34

0. 19

0. 19

i'

-

'

•

(58)

(82)

-

(53)

0.21

(79)

Table 5. Backscattering factor nR O for bulk Aluminium. a) using a maximal range ; b) using a maximal
practical range. In Model II, am
is adjusted to energy losses deduced from a maximal practical range.
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The theoretical value s given by Kotera et al. (53)
are slightly greater than all the other values.
In the case of thin targets, we show in fi gure s 5
and 6 the theoretical variations of nR and nT as
functions of the target thickness d,
for a primary energy of 3 keV .
41
o.2 R
/
-(b)

0.4

0.3

0.2

0.1

0

50

d(nm )

100

f i gure 5. Backscattering coeff icient nR given by.
t~e 3 mode l s as function of the Al target thic kness d, for E = 3 keV : a) Model I ; b) Model s I I
and III.
o

~

(Cl)' - : ~
- ~~

--~
0.5

Figure 7. Energy spectra of electrons backscattered by bulk Al targets for E0 = 1.5 keV: a)
Model I; b) Model II; c) Model III; d) results of
Shimizu and Ichimura (89 ).
The energy distributions of electrons transmitted
through thin se lf supporting films are given for
two typical cases in figures 8 and 9. In figure 8
correspon ding to a 20 nm thick target, and to
E0 = 2 keV, we can observe for model III, the
existence of bulk plasmon peak s. The general aspect of the curve is clo se to that given by
model II, while the continuou s slowing down model
(Model I) fails. One can see in figure 9, for a
50 nm thick target, and E0 = 3 keV, that energy
distribution curve s are much smoother and that
bulk plasmon pea ks are not very important.
~ model l
dE
5

0

50

d (nml

2

(a)

100

Figure 6. Transmi ssio n coeffic ient n T given by the
3 models as function of the Al target thickness d,
for E0 = 3 keV : a) Model 1 ; b) Model II ;
c) Model III.
The values of n (d) are very close for the three
theoretical modil s, and are in good agreement with
the experimental ones. The theoretical values of
nR( d) given by mode l s II and III, are greater than
those obtained from model I. This can be explained by the taking into account of the inela stic scattering, either in a global form (Model II)
or in a detailed form (Model III). The energy distribution of electrons backscattered by the bulk
metal are shown in figure 7 for Eo = 1.5 keV. One
can observe on the curve of model III the bulk
plasmon losses which is the result of the use of
the dielectric los s function in the computation
of the diffusion function. We also show in thi s
figure the energy distribution curve obtained by
Shimizu et al. (89). These authors indicated that
a more detailed analysis in the range of the characteristic energy los ses reveals the existence
of 6 plasmon peaks. This result is in fair agreement with the results of our computations given
in a previous paper (59).

4

ts

\

I

\
\

3

2

1.3

1.4

1.6

1.8 E(keV ) - 2

Figure 8. Energy spectra of electrons transmitted
through 20 nm thick Al targets for E0 = 2 keV :
a) Model I ; b) Model II ; c) Model III.
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dE
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4

3

Figure 9. Energy spectra of electrons transmitted
through 50 nm thick Al targets for E0 = 3 keV :
a) Model I ; b) Model II ; c) Model III.

/

This is the indication of a quasi complete diffusion state inside the material. These results can
be compared with the experimental results of
lshigure et al. (46) and with the theoretical curves of Dejardin et al. (22). These last authors
used a direct Monte Carlo simulation method, and
their results are given only for primary energies
lower than 1 keV, i.e., in the case of small thicknesses. We show in figures 10 and 11 the energy
spectra of 1 keV incident electrons transmitted
through 8 nm and 12 nm thick targets, respectivel~
One can see that a good agreement exists with our
theoretical results. The comparison with experi mental results of Ishigure et al. (46) is more
difficult, due to the fact that these authors used

- ----0,6

(keVf1

\

2

\
\

\
\
0,8

(
)
E keV -

0
1

Results concerning copper
Scattering parameters. We mentioned in table 6,
the values of the elastic scattering m.f.p. In
model II, we used total inelastic m.f.p. values
given by Cailler et al. (19), while the values of
m.f.p. for all the specific processes were computed by ourselves and used in model III. The total
m.f.p. values computed in this way are lower than
those of Penn (74). Our computed values of energy
losses per unit path length are indicated in
table 7, these values are slightly lower than
those of Tung et al. (101). Table 8 shows the values of energy losses per unit path length deduced from experimental range energy laws ; these
values are in good agreement with the theoretical
ones. As in the case of Al , the values of the
energy losses given by our computations, are situated between values given by a maximal range,
and a maximal practical range. The experimental
values of energy losses per unit path length were
used in model I. The values of the elastic m.f.p.
given in table 9 were computed by the partial wave method, and were used with the corresponding
cross section in model I II. In models I and I I,
we used the Rutherford's cross section, in which
the screening parameter s i s adjusted according
to the m.f.p. values of table 9.

\

\
\

\
\ - 0.5

\

~--~'---~---~---~0
0,8 E (keV) -

\

a 127 ° electrostatic velocity analyser, so that,
their measurements are given in a certain number
of directions, but not in the whole half space.
A good agreement with our results seems however
obtained with their results in a direction of
emergence about 23 ° .

d17T

0.6

/

/

\

Figure 11. Energy spectra of electrons transmitted
through 8 nm thick Al targets, for Ep
1 keV.
Full curve : Model I I I ; dashed curve : resu lt s of
Dejardin et al. (22).

dE

\

~

I

I

'

1

Figure 10. Energy spectra of electrons transmitted
through 12 nm thick Al targets , for E0 = 1 keV.
Full curve : Model III ; dashed curve : results of
Dejardin et al. (22).
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E(keV)

3

2.5

2

1. 5

1

0. 5

lief.

AinT (Model II)

2.92

2.53

2. 12

1.68

1. 22

0.7

(59)

A,

3.56

3.04

2.51

1. 97

1. 4

0.8

80.6

68.6

our results

13.3

9,4

(83)

a = 0. 1

J

AM1

161

140.5

AM23

30

25.5

120

100

21. 5

17. 5

\nT

3. 12

2.66

2.2

1. 74

1. 25

0.73

AinT

4.08

-

2.95

2.35

1. 73

1. 07

(75)

Table 6. Inelastic scattering m.f.p. in Cu (nm). Computations of A, were carried out with a= 0.1.
()..,n Tis the total inelastic m.f.p.).
J

l

E(kel/)

3

2

1

Jelium
a = 0. 1

22

12 .4

8.8

M23 She ll

12.2

8.5

6.5

Shell

2.9

2.3

1. 8

Total

37. 1

23.2

17. 1

Total

50

39

I

j

Lanteri et al. (55). Whichever model is used, the
theoretical results are always lower than the experimental ones. It is to be noted that values
given by model II, were obtained with an adjustment of the angular dispersion of Rutherford's
cross section, by means of the screening parameter E, . Model III, in which we used a more real istic cross sect ion computed by the partial waves
method, does not allow us to obtain better results. This seems to indicate that the elastic
cross section at a sma ll ang le is much more pronounced. The energy distributions of backscattered electrons by bulk copper are shown in figure
12 for all the models with E0 = 1.5 keV. One can
see that the curve given by model III shows fine
structure in the neigbourhood of the primary
energy. This structure reflects the peak shown by
the dielectric loss function for an energy transfer of about 25 eV (fig. 2). The hump in the energy distribution curve, at approximately 80 eV, is
probably due to the contribution of the M23 shell.
This structure i s al so clearly apparent in figure
13 which corresponds to the backscattering by
bulk copper, with E0 = 3 keV. Concerning the general behaviour of the energy distribution curves,

Ref.

I
(82)

M1

30
I

j

( 101)

Table 7. Theoretical energy losses per unit path
length in Cu (elf/ nm). Computations for scattering with Jelliumwere carried out with a = 0.1.
Results. Values of the backscattering factor nRo
of bulk copper, for the three models, were
mentioned in table 10 together with the experimenta l results of Pillon (75), Bronshtein (12), and

~

Ref.
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2.5
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17. 1

20.3
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35

59

our results

20.7

23.9

28.4

35.5

49

84

( 56)

35.4

37.5

40

43.2

49

60 .6

( 32)

E(keV)

3

(a)

14.9

(b)
(c)

I

'
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r

I

f

(8 3)

Table 8. Experi mental energy losses in Cu eV/nm.
E(keV)

3

2.5

2

1. 5

1

0.5

Ref.

Ae (nm)

1. 2

1. 1

1

1

0.88

0.735

(35)

Table 9. Elastic scattering m.f.p. in Cu (nm).
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E(keV)

3

2.5

2

1. 5

1

0.5

Model I

0. 125

-

0. 11

0. 1

0.09

0.05

our results

0.23

-

0.22

0.22

0.205

0. 15

(56)

0 .16

0. 16

0. 16

0. 17

-

-

(82)

-

-

-

.

Model I I
Model I I I
Extreme exp.
values in lit.

Ref.

(58)

0.3 - 0.37 0.3 - 0.38 0.32 - 0.36 ( 13) (56) (75)

'
Tab le 10. Backscattering factor nRo for bulk co pper.
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Figure 13. Theoretical energy spectrum of electrons backscatte ed by bulk copper target, for
E0 = 2.5 keV.
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results obtained from model II, when the parameter a min the inelastic cross sec tion i s adj usted
according to the energy losses, or to the m.f.p.
values. One can see that the agreement between
the two models is correct, but one must also have
in mind, that in model II the directional dependence of the elastic cross section has been modified to ~btain an angular behaviour, similar to
the partial wave cross section. No fine structure
appears on these curves, probably an indication
that a complete diffusion state is reached inside
the material. However, one can see in figure 17
obtained for 10 nm thick targets, that a fine
structure similar to that observed by reflection,
appears clearly when E0 > 2 keV. The influence of
the elastic cross section was carefully analysed
by Rostaing (82) who showed that the Rutherford
cross section leads to an increase of backscattering, and to a decrease of transmission. Thus, it
seems ~hat in the case of copper, an important
point is the perfect knowledge of the elastic
c~oss section. A high collision rate, together
with non negligible scattering angles, leads to
an angular effect of such scattering process,
that are dominant compared with the other processes. The relative magnitude between transmitted
and backscattered electrons is always connected
to a variation of the absorption. We believe that
the excessive absorption observed, is due to an

1.5

Figure 12. Energy spectra of electrons backscattered by bulk copper target, for E0 = 1.5 keV :
a) Model I ; b) Model II ; c) Model III.
one can ~ee on figure 12 that the curve given by
model I is much depressed in comparison with the
others, while that given by model II, modified by
the effect of the screening parameter, is close to
the curve given by model III. In the case of thin
self supporting targets, we presented in figures
14 and 15, the variation of the backscattering
(nR) and transmission (nT) coefficients with the
target thickness, for E0 = 3 keV. Fo~ n (d), an
asymptotic value is reached ford= 30 nm,Rwhile
nT(d) is continuously decreasing. The values given
by model II, with the screening parameter adjusted
are greater than the other theoretical values. The
energy distributions of 3 keV incident electrons
~ransmitted through a 20 nm thick target, are given
in figure 16. We indicated on the same figure, the
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Figure 14. Backscattering coefficient nR given by
our model s as function of the Cu targ et thickne ss
d, for E0 = 3 keV : a) Model II ; b) Model III.

Figure 16. Energy s pectra of electrons transmitted
through 20 nm thick copper target, for E0 = 3 keV :
a) M~del III ; b) Model II with am determined according to dE/dS ; c) Model II with am determined
according to AinT·
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Figure 15. Transmission coefficient nT given by
our models , as function of the Cu target thickne ss d, for E0 = 3 keV : a) Model II ;
b) Model III.
insufficient knowledge of the elastic cross sections, leading to a less satisfactory description
of the competition between the elastic scattering
and the energy loss in inelastic collisions. For
interactions with jel lium, the assumption retained in model III, i.e., "interaction without deviation", leads to a decrease in backscattering
effect. However, the contribution of such interactions to the angular dispersion, can only be of
secondary importance, and cannot by itself explain
the discrepancy with experimental results.

E(keV)-

Figure 17. Energy spectra of electrons transmitted
through 10 nm thick copper targets for various
energies of the incident electrons.

Conclusion

viour, while the true va lue s given by model I are
slight l y too low. This model fails absolutely for
the energy distribution of transmitted electrons.
The advantage of model I (continuous slowing down
approximation) or of the model II, in which, the
energetic dispersion of inelastic processes is
introduced in an approximate way, is that they can
app l y to a wide variety of materials. The main parameters required are in such cases : the stopping power, the total inelastic m.f.p., and the
elast ic m.f.p. These data can be obtained experimentally or theoretically with adjustable parameters. Thus models I and II could be used for backscattered energy distributions with or without
corrections of their amplitude.

We showed the feasibility to build up theoretical models for electron scattering in materials,
based on Boltzmann transport equation, in which,
elastic and inelastic processes are described in
the same way as that in Monte Carlo simul ation
models. Comparisons of these two types of models,
when possible, give good agreement. In the case of
aluminium, the three models presented here, lead
for nT to very close results. The values of nR
are
identical for models II and III while
model I slightly underestimate these results. Energy distribution of backscattered electrons given
by the three models have the same general beha-
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To the contrary, model III allows the analysis of the different elementary processes. In this
case, one only needs to know the values of the
differential and total cross sections for all the
elementary processes. These theoretical data exist
only for a limited number of materials. This model is quite convenient for the analysis of the
fine structure observed in energy distributions.
Besides, we showed the possibility to apply such
model to noble metals, using an experimental dielectric los s function. Comparison with experimental results, in spite of their scarcity in the low
energy range of incident electrons, shows that it
is necessary to improve the agreement, particularly for noble metals. We think that such an improvement could be obtained with model III, using a
better choice of elastic and ionisation differential cross section (24,85). Thus, the application
of these models to the analysis of a wide range of
phenomena induced by electron bombardment can be
envisaged. As a first example, we can mention, the
secondary emission, a phenomenon which can also be
described by means of a transport equation (25,26,
80, 81 ,90,91). The inclusion of the energy and angular dispersion of incident electrons in the continuou s slowing down approximation (Model I), was
carried out by Bindi et al. (8 ,9). The results
thus obtained are in good agreement with those obtained by a simulation method (36,37). One can
also apply these models to the study of the influence of backscattered electrons in Auger spectroscopy, then compare the results with those obtained by simulation (44,97). The result s given by
the transport models could also be used to deduce
quantitative information on the cross sections, by
means of the experimental energy spectra obtained
by reflection as shown by Tougaard and
Chorkendorff (100).
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X
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0
0

eT

Electron density after a path lengths
with direction e and depth x
Electron velocity (nm.s-1)
Electron path (nm)
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Angle of electron direction with the
inward normal ; u = cos e
Elastic scattering angle
Total cross section for elastic
scattering (nm2)
Differential cross section for elastic
scatter ing
Elastic diffusion function
Elastic mean free path (nm)
Angle of electron direction before
scattering ; u' = cos 8 '
Azimuthal angle
Number of scattering centers per unit
volume (nm-3)
Transport mean free path (nm)
Momentum
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Inelastic scattering angle
E m
Energy of the incident electrons (eV)
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Inela stic differential cross section
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Inelastic mean free path (nm)
~in' ' inT Electron energy after interaction (eV)
Inelastic diffusion function
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Total mean free path (nm)
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TE'
Electron energy before interaction (eV)
Solid angle
S"l
llE, llE.
Energy loss (eV)
llE
,
Mean energy loss (eV)
. Fermi energy (eV)
EF
Mean free path for the inelastic
\i
interaction i (nm)
F.
Partial inelastic diffusion function
Sl
Total energy loss per unit path length
Atomic number
z
Electronic charge (C)
e
Screening parameter
[,
Atomic weight (g)
A
Avogadro number
NA
Density (g.cm-3)
P__,
Wave vector of the incident electron
k
Phase shift between the £ partial wave
0£
and the free spherical wave
Legendre polynomial
Pt
Constant (eV 2 nm2)
ao
Binding energy for the
shell (eV)
Ui
Reduced energy
X
y
Reduced energy loss
a.
Inelastic cross section for interaction
1
with the i shell (nm2)
Transfer of energy (eV)
Bohr radius (0.0529 nm)
Momentum transfer
Dielectric function
_
E
Electron number per unit volume (nm 3 )
n
\.
Mean free path for jellium interactions
J T
Lifetime of elementary excitation (s)
Damping factor
Plasmon frequency (rad/s)
Cut off value of the scattering angle
(Plasmon excitation)
Reduced energy transfer
Maximum scattering angle (electron electron scattering)
Full width at half maximum (f.w.h.m.)(eV)
Transmission coefficient
Backscattering factor
Backscattering factor for bulk metal
Thickness of the target (nm)
Minimum energy transfer during
inelastic scattering (eV)
Energy exponent in the experimental
energy range relation.
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Discussion with Reviewers
H. Seiler : Can you apply the obtained results for
a calculation of the contribution of backscattered
electrons on secondary electron emission?
Authors : The values of n are obtained from our
models. Thi s procedure allows us to compute the internal seco ndary source function, taking the effect
of back sca ttered electrons into account. The transport of internal secondary electrons is then
described by a transport equation (te xt refs. 8, 9,
and Bindi et al. J. Phys. D. Appl. Phys. (1980) 13,
461-470). Thu s one can obtain total yield cl = cl 0 +
Cn (1). The contribution of backscattered electrons can be obtained, if we use experime ntal
values of the relative efficiency of back scatte r e d
a nd primary electrons for secondary creation. This
is a sem i-e mp irical method. A purely theoretical
determination of the backscattered contribution implies, after the determination of cl and n, the computation of c1 0 (the fraction of seco ndary electrons
created by incident electrons during their direct
path through material). Thi s comp utation is carried
out with the following assumption: All the in c ident
electrons move through the escape region of secondary electr ons with their initial direction, only
the energy loss is taken into account. This allo'."s
us to perform the computation of a source function
excluding the effect of backscattered electrons.
From such a source function (of the secondary electron emission) one obtains a theoretical value of
c1 0 , and using equations, a theoretical estimate of
t he contribution of the backscattered electrons
(Bindi et al. J. Phys. D. Appl. Phys. (1980) 13,
235 1-2361).
H. Sei ler : Can you estimate the dependence of the
coefficient of elastically reflected electrons on
the atomic number and compare the results with the
values published by Schmid et al. (Scanning Electron Microsc., 1983; II: 50 1-509)?
Autho rs : The theoretical model and the numerical
resolution method used in our model do not allow
a realistic and reliable analysis of the elastic
peak. The initial aim of these models was an application to SEE and in such a phenomenon, the elastically reflected electrons do not intervene. The
fine structure observed in the neighbourhood of
primary energy, is due to energy losses by plasmon excitation.

rector" method easily applied to stationary problems. It can be shown that if the se computational methods converge, they converge toward
the exact solution of the equation, if the discretisation net tends toward O . The error of
such methods is thus uniquely connected to the
refinement of the discretisation net. In the two
methods, for practical use, the discretisation
step for s (Model I) and for E (Models II and III)
we chose taking into account the minimum characteristic energy losses for all the interactions,
and checking that an evolution of these steps do
not introduce noticeable modification of the results. The error is also introduced for a chosen
discretisation net by the computation of integral
term s . To avoid such problem, we used a Gauss integration method with an order such that the integration error is always lower than the truncation error of the computer. More refined t E steps
were used for precise analysis of characteristic
energy losses (59).
.
.
P. Rez : In my experience the ratio of tot al inelastic to total elastic scattering is the key
parameter for determining the backscattering.
Could the fact that the copper backscattering is too
low be due to too much inel ast ic scatter ing as
compared to elast ic sca tter ing ?
.
Authors : Our theoretical results on copper gives
values of nR and nT lower than the experimental
values. We
show (82,84) that for the same value
of Ae , a modifi ca tion of the angular aspect_of
the elastic cross sections le ads to a variation of
the absorpt i on and to a modification of the ratio
between transmitted and backscattered electrons.
Thus besides the ratio of elastic to inel ast i c
totai scatteri ng, we think that the description
of the ang ular effect in elastic scattering i s
also of great importance.
P. Rez : Does neglect of exchange in the cross
section lead to any serious error?
Authors : In the energy range used here (Ep<3 keV)
the inela st ic m.f.p. is practically unaffected by
the exchange effect,thus one can consider such
an effect of minor importance for the phenomena
analy sed in our models.

J. Sc hou : How are the prospects for extending the
methods, in particular method III, up to primary
energies above 3 keV?
.
Authors : An extension of these models, mainly
Model III, up to primary energies above 3 keV do
not involve particular problems, except an expense
of computing time if energy steps are maintained
to values below 8 eV. Indeed, in such an energy
range, differential cross sections are well understood ; this is not the case in the low energy
range (< 1 keV). Moreover, with primary energies
over 3 keV, the experiments can be carried out more
easily than for low energy, since it is comparatively easy to prepare thicker targets with a well determined thickness and a high degree of homogeneity.

P. Rez : Could the authors tell us something about
Uienumerical methods used to solve the transport
equation and what are the likely sources o'. error?
Authors : Two numerical methods were used in our
models. In model I, we use a "Splitting up" method
(57) which is particularly successful. i~ solvin~
problems where the time, appears explicitly, while
in models II and III, we use a "predictor-car-
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